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`We are children of Alash ¼
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The Kazakh intelligentsia at the beginning of the 20
century in search of nation al identity and prospects of
the cultural survival of the Kazakh people
GUL NAR KENDIRBAEVA

Men qazaq, qazaqpyn dep maqtanamyn,
Uranga alash degen atty alamyn.
SuÈ igenim qazaq oÈ miri, oÈ zim qazaq,
Men nege qazaqtyqtan saqtanamyn?
I am
I use
I am
Why

a Kazakh, and I am proud of that,
the name of Alash as my war-cry.
a Kazakh, and I love my Kazakh life,
should I keep away from my kazakhness?
Sultanmakhmud Toraigyrov, `Aitys’

By the beginning of the 20th century econom ic and social problems caused by
the Russian colonization of Kazakhstan had reached a critical point. In general
the Russian colonization was characterized by the seizure of the best Kazakh
grazing lands, connected with the m ass immigration of Russian muzhiks (peasants) to Kazakhstan. The Russian bureaucratic system of rule aimed at the
destruction of the traditional social structure of Kazakh nom adic society, as well
as the Russi® cation of the Kazakhs with subsequent conversion to Christianity.
All these factors further intensi® ed the general crisis of the Kazakh nom adic way
of life and a critical decline in the Kazakhs’ standard of living. The political
crisis in Russia itself after the revolution of 1905 and later W orld W ar I resulted
in an intensi® cation of political activity both in Russia and its provinces. At the
head of the Kazakh national-liberation m ovem ent Alash stood Alikhan
Bokeikhanov (1866±1937), Akhm et Baitursynov (1873±1937), Myrzhaqyp Dulatov (1885±1937), Mustafa Shoqaev (1890±1941), Mukham edzhan Tynyshpa ev
(1879±1937), Bakhytzhan Qarataev (1860±1934), Zhansha Dosm ukham edov,
Khalel Dosm ukham edov (1883±1939), Zhaqyp Aqbaev (1876±1934), Alikhan
Erm ekov (1891±1970), Mukhtar Auezov (1897±1961), Sultanm akhmud Toraigyrov (1893±1920), Magzhan Zhum abaev (1893±1937) and others.
At the same time Russian colonization favour ed closer acquaintance of the
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Kazakh people with the Russian and W estern cultures. Akhm et Baitursynov, one
of the most important Kazakh leaders, wrote about the `two ® res’ , which
determ ined the social and cultural atmosphere of the Kazakh society of that time:
(a) the in¯ uence of Muslim culture, and (b) the Russian and Western in¯ uences
(Baitursynov, 1989, p 262). Finding themselves between these `two ® res’
Kazakh intellectuals were faced with the problems of national and cultural
survival of the Kazakh people, i.e. the preservation of Kazakh culture and
mentalityÐ `qazaqtyq’ (Kazakhness). Against a background of grow ing economic and social crisis in Kazakh nom adic society, and due to pressures generated
by Russian assimilation policy and the Islamic Tatar in¯ uence, this problem took
on vital importance.
The beginning of the 20th century was a turning point in the history of the
Kazakh people because, for the ® rst time, segm ents of Kazakh society realized
that it would be necessary to change the traditional nom adic way of life. Under
the in¯ uence of the above-m entioned `cultural ® res’ emerged two groups of
Kazakh intellectuals. In the early years of this century these groups were
represented by the Islamic-oriented editors of the m agazine Aiqap and the
Russian (Western)-oriented leaders of the national movem ent Alash, groupe d
round the newspaper Qazaq. The representatives of both these groups had
received Russian education and did not doubt the backwardness of Kazakh
nom adic society and the necessity to learn from European culture. They m ost
actively discussed the problem of choice between the nom adic and sedentary
ways of life, as well as possible ways and m eans by which the transition to
sedentarization might be accom plished. Am ong other important issues Kazakh
intellectuals discussed the role of Islam in Kazakh nom adic society, the preservation of the Kazakh language and the development of Kazakh culture and
literature. The analysis of these discussions is of great interest, because it
provid es us with an idea of the general cultural atmosphere of Kazakh society
in the transitional period of its history.
Nom adic or sedentary?
Choosing between the nom adic and sedentary ways of life was ardently discussed between the two leading Kazakh periodicals of that time, nam ely the
magazine Aiqap and the newspaper Qazaq. Aiqap was published in 1911±16 in
the city of Troitsk (North Kazakhstan). The most important authors of this
magazine were Mukham edzhan Seralin (editor-in-chief), Bakhytzhan Qarataev
and Zhikhansha Seidalin. The newspaper Qazaq was published in 1913±18 in the
city of Orynbor (North Kazakhstan) by Akhm et Baitursynov (editor-in-chief),
Alikhan Bokeikhanov and Myrzhaqyp Dulatov. These authors debated whether
the Kazakhs should accept land according to the so-called settled norm and
begin to farm , or whether they should accept land in accordance with the
nom adic norm and continue wandering. For the Kazakhs the so-called nom adic
norm s of obtaining land were ® xed by the Shcherbina expedition, conducted in
1896±1902 in 12 districts of the Aqmola, Sem ei and Torgai provinces (North
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and East Kazakhstan). The rem aining lands (`izlishki’ Ð surpluses) were declared
state property. Later on these nom adic norm s were several times reduced, so that
in the end, the Kazakhs could not pasture their anim als on sharply diminished
territories. In accordance with the Tsar’ s decree of 9 June 1909 the Kazakhs, in
the same way as Russian muzhiks, could accept land according to the sedentary
norm (Bokeikhanov, 1913c). The sedentary norm amounted to 15 dessiatinas 1 of
land for each man, whereas the nom adic norm was 15 dessiatinas for each
person (Baitursynov, 1914a) . The Tsarist policy of seizing the Kazakh lands was
accompanied by propag anda stressing the advantages of sedentarization,
identi® ed with `culture’ , progre ss, European civilization, etc. At the same time
the nom adic life was associated with backwardness, regression, wildness and
barbarism. Thus, for example, G. Agarevsky, in his discussion with the Kazakh
revolutionary Turar Ryskulov , argued as follow s: `As is well-known from
econom ic history all so-called nom adic peoples were poor and careless. But they
could not be different, because during frequent m igrations, it was dif® cult to take
many things along. If the saying ª two m oves are equal to one ® reº is true, then
a nom ad lives throug h a lot of such m oves, when so m uch things get spoiled,
broken and lost. Thefore the nom ad is unable to save m aterial wealth. It is also
well-known that people without econom ic pow er do not have spiritual values
and are incapable of engaging in the sciences and arts. A nom adic people will
never be able to com pete with settled peoples andÐ one can say with certaintyÐ
will rem ain in econom ic dependence on the latter and be subdued by them.
Econom ic dependence in turn leads to political dependence’ (Agarevsky, 1918).
Alikhan Bokeikhanov, one of the important Alash leaders, underlined that the
Tsarist govern ment forced the Kazakhs to sedentarization not because of its
desire to bring the Kazakhs closer to culture, but in order to m ake available m ore
free land for Russian muzhiks. Bokeikhanov stressed that the govern m ent was
not much worried about the fact that by the beginning of this century, the best
lands had already been occupied by the Russians, and the Kazakhs could not
successfully farm on the rem aining lands, because they lacked the necessary
agricultural experience. He also pointed out that the Kazakhs should accept land
in accordance with the sedentary norm only of their free will. He cited the
speech of Glinka at the Fourth Russian Dum a: `W e give the Russian muzhiks
only lands useless to the Kazakhs. If we give the Kazakhs land in accordance
with the nom adic norm , there will rem ain no lands for the Russian muzhiks¼ .
In general it is unnecessary to give the Kazakhs land for use in perpetuity’ .
Glinka also maintained that the Kazakhs on their own initiative applied for land
according to the sedentary norm . Alikhan Bokeikhanov noted that the last
statement was a com plete lie (Bokeikhanov, 1913b) .
Akhm et Baitursynov, another important Alash leader, stressed the necessity to
distinguish the political and cultural aspects of this problem: and although the
Tsarist governm ent emphasized the cultural aspects of its settlement policies, its
main activities were aimed at the solution of Russia’ s own agrarian problem s.
Baitursynov observed that the editors of Aiqap as well as som e Tatar leaders did
not distinguish between cultural and political aspects of the m igration policies of
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the Russian governm ent, which pressured the Kazakhs to settle dow n as soon as
possible. He believed that this policy resulted from the lack of inform ation about
the concrete situation in the Kazakh steppe (Baitursynov, 1914a).
Soviet historiography has characterized the editors of Qazaq as conservative
and reactionary adherents of the old order (the nom adic way of life). On the
other hand, the editors of Aiqap have been considered a progre ssive part of the
Kazakh intelligentsia, agitating for a complete transition to sedentarization
(Beisem biev, 1961, 1965). More detailed analysis of the discussion between the
two above-m entioned periodicals allows us to conclude that in fact both groups
of Kazakh intellectuals spoke out in support of sedentarization. The principal
distinction among them consisted in their understanding of the ways and form s
this transition was to take.
The Aiqap leaders m aintained that the earlier the Kazakhs began to lead a
sedentary way of life, the sooner they would gain an education and join
European culture. Mukham edzhan Seralin believed that the transition to the
sedentary way of life was an important condition of the preservation of the
Kazakh people as a nation: `We are convinced that the building of settlem ents
and cities, accompanied by a transition to agriculture based on the acceptance of
lands by Kazakhs according to the norm s of Russian muzhiks, will be m ore
useful than the opposite solution (the nom adic norm sÐ G.K.). The consolidation
of the Kazakh people on a uni® ed territory will help preserve them as a nation.
Otherwise the nom adic auyls 2 will be scattered and before long lose their fertile
land. Then it will be too late for a transition to the sedentary way of life, because
by this time all arable lands will have been distributed and occupied’ (Z imanov
and Idrisov, p 118). Seralin also pointed out that m odern science had proved the
advantages of sedentarization in comparison with nom adism. He claimed that the
time of nom adism had passed quite a while ago, but the Kazakhs continued
wandering and regarding the nom adic way of life as their only happiness.
Mukham edzhan Seralin and Bakhytzhan Qarataev organized settlements with the
help of their own relatives in the native Qostanai provin ce (North Kazakhstan)
in order to dem onstrate by personal exam ple the advantages of sedentarization.
But on the whole, sedentarization did not becom e popular. The ideas of Seralin
and Qarataev were support ed mainly by poor Kazakhs. Seralin him self explained
this fact by the cultural backwardness of Kazakhs, who `were unable to
distinguish between useful and useless things’ (Zimanov and Idrisov, p 120).
The editors of Qazaq, Akhm et Baitursynov, Alikhan Bokeikhanov and
Myrzhaqyp Dulatov, considered them selves W esternizers: `W e are W esternizers.
W e do not look to the East or the Mongols in our striving to bring our people
closer to culture. W e know there is no culture there. Our eyes turn to the West.
W e can get culture from there throug h Russia, through the m ediation of
Russians’ (Martynenko, 1992, p 139). In their political, publicistic and literary
activities, Bokeikhanov, Baitursynov and Dulatov criticized the negative characteristics of Kazakh nom adic society. They propou nded the need to learn from
European culture and sciences as well as the necessity to begin a new life. In
Bokeikhanov’ s opinion: `T he culture of our Russia is low. Russia has no
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factories and plants capable of produc ing valuable things. Culture is in W estern
Europe: in France, England, Belgium and Germany’ (Bokeikhanov, 1915e) .
However, these writers support ed the idea of a gradual and cautious transition
to sedentarization with due regard for climatic conditions and necessary agricultural know ledge and skills in order not to cause dam age to the traditional Kazakh
nom adic way of life. The truth of their warnings was proven by the terrible
fam ine of the 1930s in Kazakhstan, which destroyed more than 40 per cent of
the native population. This famine was a consequence of the Soviet policy of
mass collectivization accom panied by the forced settling of the nom adic Kazakhs.
The author of the series of articles `Sharualyq oÈ zgerisi’ (`Change of Econom ic
System ’ ) in the newspaper Qazaq emphasized that the Kazakh nom adic economy was ® rst of all caused by the climatic conditions of the Kazakh steppe,
where (except for som e regions of the northern provin ces) only nom adic
livestock breeding was possible: `If we ask what kind of econom y is m ore
suitable for KazakhsÐ the nom adic or the sedentaryÐ the question is incorrectly
posed. A m ore correct question would be: what kind of econom y can be
practised under the climatic conditions of the Kazakh steppe? The latter vary
from area to area and m ostly are not suitable for agricultural work. Only in som e
northern provin ces do the climatic conditions make it possible to sow and reap.
The Kazakhs continue wandering not because they do not want to settle dow n
and farm, or prefer nom adism as an easy form of econom y. If the climatic
conditions had allowed them to do so, they would have settled a long time ago’
(Sharualyq oÈ zgerisi, 1916). In the author’ s opinion, the climate m ust be regarded
as one of the necessary conditions for sedentarization, the m ost important
characteristics of the latter being the quality of the soil, the air, the possibilities
of irrigation, etc. (Sharualyq oÈ zgerisi, 1915e) . The author concluded that the
nom adic econom y was the kind of econom y best adapted to the climatic
conditions of the Kazakh steppe (Sharualyq oÈ zgerisi, 1916).
Moreover, the author of these articles was unconvinced by the idea that the
Kazakhs must lead a sedentary life and that only in this way, would they becom e
a civilized people. As proof of this statement the propag andists of sedentarization af® rm ed that all civilized peoples were settled peoples. Therefore, sedentarization must be regarded as an obligatory condition of civilization. The author
observed that these propag andists did not speak about the conditions of transition
to sedentarization for the Kazakhs (Sharualyq oÈ zgerisi, 1915e) .
The author of the article `Zher zhum ysyna din zhumysyn qystyrlamau’ [`D o
not mix religious and land problems’ ] considered agricultural know ledge and
experience another necessary condition of the transition to sedentarization. The
author believed that the Kazakhs, without any suf® cient agricultural, scienti® c or
handicraft experiences and after selling their anim als, would be condem ned to
die out or to apply for wage work. W age-workers would soon be impoverished
and m ight easily be converted to Christianity. Therefore, it was necessary ® rst
to teach the Kazakhs handicrafts, sciences and arts, so that they would be able
to use small territories and non-fe rtile soils. Only after this preparation one m ight
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encourage them to adopt a sedentary way of life. But the bureaucrats from the
Russian Resettlem ent Com m ittee did not speak about these things. They only
pressured the Kazakhs to build cities and wanted to allot them 15 dessiatinas:
`One m ay com pare it with dressing som e Kazakh in European fashion and
sending him to London, where he would either die or, in the absence of any
know ledge and relevant experience, work like a slave. If the govern ment is
ashamed of our nom adic way of life, it should give us good lands instead of bad
as well as teach us sciences. Only after that can the govern m ent ask Kazakhs to
live in cities. If the governm ent is not asham ed of not carrying out all the
above-m entioned m easures, then the Kazakhs also need not be asham ed of their
nom adic way of life. The Kazakhs are wandering not for fun, but in order to
graze their animals’ (Zher zhum ysyna ¼ ).
The newspaper Qazaq reported an attempt by 64 Kazakh fam ilies from the
Qapal district (North Kazakhstan) to settle dow n in a town especially built for
this purpose . These Kazakhs decided to farm and `live in houses like muzhiks’ .
They even chose a starosta (village elder) in imitation of Russian peasant
comm unities. But after three years this town collapsed. The author of the article
noted that apart from endless disputes there were not even any completely built
houses or other `cultural signs’ . In the absence of the necessary know ledge and
skills, the Kazakhs of this town farmed in a prim itive manner. They were very
sad when wandering in sum m er was forbidd en to them. The author came to the
follow ing conclusion: `It is not easy to adopt a strange way of life all at once’ .
He wrote also about the plans to divide these Kazakhs into groups of 10 fam ilies
in order to join each group to a Russian village or to teach them how to live in
a city (Qala bolgan ¼ ).
The discussion between the leading Kazakh periodicals concerning the
nom adic/sedentary dilemma led them to wider issues, such as the m eaning of
culture in general and its relationship with Kazakh nom adic society, in particular. The author of the article `Zher zhum ysyna ¼ ’ believed that nom adism was
a classical form of cattle-breeding, and that cattle-breeding itself is not incom patible with culture and life in cities. He cited as an example such a highly
developed country as Switzerland, which successfully com bined life in cities
with cattle-breeding (Z her zhumysyna ¼ ). Here it is important to stress that
often by the term `culture’ the Kazakh intellectuals understood the level of
technical (industrial) developm ent. The author of `Sharualyq oÈ zgerisi’ m aintained that undeveloped countries depended on nature, while to the contrary,
technically developed countries were m asters of nature (Sharualyq oÈ zgerisi,
1915b) . The developed societies were those who used water and steam to
produc e electricity and different m achines. Myrzhaqyp Dulatov in his fam ous
book Oiian, Qazaq! [Awake, Kazakh!] listed the follow ing produc ts of culture
(technical progre ss): the steam-engine, the telegraph, the car, the telephone, the
steam-ship, the balloon, the m achine, the bom b, the mine, the m achine-gun,
the pistol, the revolver, the Brow ning, the electrical m achine, the gramophone ,
the telescope, the factories and plants, the printing-hous es, the newspapers
and the m agazines (Dulatuly, 1991, pp 23±25).
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Different factors in¯ uence the developm ent of culture (types of econom y):
climate, religion, density of population, handicrafts, laws, customs, etc. The
author of `Sharualyq oÈ zgerisi’ believed that the Kazakhs m ust get to know
different kinds of econom ies, because at the mom ent they were facing the very
important problem of changing their traditional econom y. Favourable climatic
conditions m ake it easier for society to adopt culture. Under unfavo urable
climatic conditions the adoption of culture occurs with the help of sciences and
techniques. According to the author of these articles there are the follow ing
general stages of hum anity’ s econom ical development: (a) the development of
private econom y, satisfying the requirements of individual families. This period
is characterized by the absence of trade and barter; (b) the developm ent of a city
econom y, aimed at the satisfaction of the requirements of one city and based on
the trade with surroun ding villages; (c) the development of a national econom y
based on the satisfaction of the requirements of one nation; and (d) the m odern
developm ent of a world econom y, characterized by close econom ic relations and
mutual dependence between different countries as well as an international
division of labour. The last period began in the 19th century (Sharualyq oÈ zgerisi,
1915a) .
The author of `Sharualyq oÈ zgerisi’ connected the origin of sedentarization and
nom adism with the dynam ics of changes in population density. The more people,
the m ore food and territory are needed. If the growth of people is accompanied
by a corresponding extension of their territory, then they will not need to change
their traditional econom y. For exam ple, if grow ing ¯ ocks and herds correspond
to an extension of nom ad territory, then the nom ads will continue wandering.
Otherwise, the lack of territories for pasture will cause a reduction of cattle and
provision for the population. The nom ads will be forced to look for other m eans
of m aking a living and begin settling dow n in order to farm . However, the author
believed that density of population alone does not in¯ uence culture. Thus, for
example, he claimed that China had both a high density of population and a low
cultural level (Sharualyq oÈ zgerisi, 1915c) .
Due to the lack of territory, people may also develop their skills and sciences
in order to learn using small territories effectively. Alikhan Bokeikhanov
believed that such peoples as the Swiss in Europe as well as the settled peoples
of Turkestan and the Altai provin ce in Central Asia were forced to com bine
agriculture with a limited form of wandering, because of the lack of territories
accompanied by unfavo urable climatic conditions. As a result these peoples have
been living in cities and pasturing their anim als on the foothills close by
(Bokeikhanov , 1913d) .
In the opinion of the author of `Sharualyq oÈ zgerisi’ , culture can be divided
into: (a) `tabigi is’ (natural activities): hunting, cattle-breeding, agriculture,
building of houses, trade, etc., and (b) `oÈ nerli is’ (artistic, skilled, handicraft
activities): industry, factories and plants. If the form er activities were of ancient
character and had been handed dow n, from generation to generation, the latter
needed to be learned. However highly the ancient societies of Egypt, Greece and
Rome were developed, they could not be com pared with m odern developed
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societies, because they did not have m odern industries, factories and plants, nor
did they use steam, water and wind to produc e electricity (Sharualyq oÈ zgerisi,
1915d) . The above-m entioned types of cultural activities were developed in the
follow ing historical sequence: (a) hunting, ® shing, gathering; (b) cattle-breeding
as a result of anim al dom estication; (c) agriculture; (d) handicrafts; (e) trade; (f)
techniques (Sharualyq oÈ zgerisi, 1915a) .
According to Mukhtar Auezov, one of the m ost prom inent Kazakh writers,
hunting was the ® rst historically form ed type of culture. It was follow ed by
nom adism , then by agriculture, and later on by ® shing. All other form s of
econom ic activities were developed later. Various climatic conditions as well as
form s of econom ic activities in¯ uence both people’ s character and their abilities
to adopt culture. For exam ple, hunting as well as ® shing dem and from a person
a lot of energy, strong will, self-control, patience and courage. All these
characteristics favour a relatively easy adoption of culture. The character of
nom adic peoples depends on the character of their neighbours. If the latter
disturb the life of the nom ads, then the nom ads becom e courageous, constant and
warlike. But if there are no factors breaking the calm life of nom ads, then the
character of the latter becom es inconstant, lazy and petty. Peoples possessing the
last-nam ed characteristics adopt culture and sciences only with dif® culty.
Mukhtar Auezov was convinced that the Kazakhs constituted one of the latter
peoples. Therefore, they had to change their traditional econom y and settle
dow n. Only in this way could they revive their forgotten energy, will and warlike
character. Auezov also emphasized that not all peoples involved in cattle-breeding are nom ads (the Swiss, the Dutch). The latter achieve considerable success
in cultural ® elds, because of their strong spirit. On the whole, settled peoples
adopt culture and the sciences best of all, thanks to the following traits of their
character: patience, energy, constancy, pride and collectivism (Auezov, 1918).
Alikhan Bokeikhanov distinguished two sorts of culture: `spiritual’ culture,
which involves newspapers, m agazines and books of any level, including poetry
and philosophy. But culture is also material culture, which involves the production of different kinds of material goods. Material culture was advanced by
the so-called cultured (E uropean) peoples (Bokeikhanov, 1915c) .
A well-known Kazakh poet, Sultanmakhm ud Toraigyrov, went further in his
interpretation of culture. From his point of view, culture can be characterized by
`dene azygy’ (physical characteristics) that is techniques making the life of
hum anity easier, such as the steam-engine or the telegraph. In addition, culture
involves `ar azygy’ (moral characteristics) or justice. Technical progre ss by
itself, without justice, cannot make hum anity happy. As proof of this statement
Toraigyrov refers to the exam ple of W orld W ar I, initiated by the technically
developed European countries, and which caused unhappiness and grief to
millions of fam ilies. Technical progres s without control by considerations of
morality may even have harm ful effects, nam ely when technically developed
countries try to enslave undeveloped and poor countries and prevent them from
achieving m odern technology. However, Toraigyrov believed that the Kazakhs
must learn from European culture, because only in this way would they be able
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to preserve Kazakh national identity (`qazaqtyq’ ). He enthusiastically m aintained
that 20 to 30 years would be enough to achieve the level of m odern European
civilization (Toraigyrov, 1993, Vol 2, pp 157±158).
Alikhan Bokeikhanov suggested another interesting way of competing with
Europe. In one of his articles he wrote that life had changed. If in the past cattle
were wealth, then today m oney played this role. Therefore the Kazakhs now
using their skills in the nom adic breeding of livestock could earn money by
selling their produc ts in the market. The Kazakhs could also exchange anim alproduc ts for the agricultural produc e of Russian muzhiks, satisfying in this way
both their own needs and those of the Russian muzhiks (Bokeikhanov , 1915f).
W e m ay conclude that none of the above-mentioned groups of Kazakh
opinion leaders considered the nom adic way of life as preservation of national
identity, or connected sedentarization with the change or loss of `qazaqtyq’ .
Furtherm ore, they did not regard Kazakh nom adic society as a speci® c m ode of
produc tion, but only as a particular sort of cattle-breeding, caused by speci® c
climatic conditions, density of population and size of territory. Therefore, they
did not see any fundam ental differences between cattle-breeding in Switzerland
and Holland and the nom adic livestock breeding in the Kazakh steppe.
Islam and K azakh custom ary law
The Islamic-oriented editors of Aiqap blam ed the editors of Qazaq for intending
to leave the Kazakhs without religion. They believed that Islam was a signi® cant
characteristic of the Kazakh way of life and m entality (`qazaqtyq’ ) and argued
in favour of speedy sedentarization, as this would lead to an increasing role for
Islam among the Kazakhs. Alikhan Bokeikhanov support ed the idea of separating religion from the state. This fact among others caused him to leave the
Russian Constitutional Democratic party in July 1918 (Bokeikhanov, 1918).
The contradictions between Islamic- and Western-oriented groups of Kazakh
opinion leaders came to light at the All-Muslim Congress held in 1914 in St
Petersburg, which concerned the problem of the Kazakh judiciary. The introduction of the Russian court system had especially negative effects on the regulation
of Kazakh legal relations. The lack of Kazakh judges with a know ledge of the
Russian language gave an advantage to the interpreters attached to the Russian
courts. The latter often abused their positions, accepting bribes and increasing
the arbitrariness of the Russian judges. The Kazakh deputies to this Congress,
Zhikhansha Seidalin and Bakhytzhan Qarataev (Aiqap), believed that the introduction of the Sharia (Islam ic law) could reduce abuse and violence in the
Kazakh justice. Other Kazakh deputies decided to support them because, as
delegates to an Islamic congress, they found it m ore approp riate to speak in
favour of Islamic law.
Alikhan Bokeikhanov was de® nitely against the introduction of the Sharia into
Kazakh life, emphasizing that among the Kazakhs the Sharia had never regulated
such important legal m atters as cattle suits, disputes about dowries and inheritance. The latter were mainly regulated by Kazakh customary law: `Our
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Kazakhs (hopefully no outsider is listening) do not use the Sharia, they m erely
call them selves Muslims¼ . There are not even any mullahs know ing the
Sharia¼ . The Sharia is a ® xed, written law com m on to all countries and peoples.
It is incapable of change and in¯ exible’ (Bokeikhanov, 1914c) . He ironically
respond ed to his oppone nts: `What is the value of the Sharia, if people do not
use it? The Sharia may dem and that a thief’ s hand be cut off. W hich Kazakh
would do such a thing in practice? W ho will cut off a thief’ s hand? If the hand
is cut off, will Kazakhs be happier?’ (Bokeikhanov, 1914e) .
Bokeikhanov was convinced that the introduction of Russian law (`orys
zakony’ ) destroyed the institution of Kazakh custom ary law and caused bribery,
violence and disorder in Kazakh legal relations: `Since the Kazakhs have joined
Russia, they have lost their traditional biis (people’ s judgesÐ G.K.), whose
improvizational oratory was rem iniscent of a fast runner or an inborn ambler.
Those, who adulate the Russians also lash out at their people. The few eloquent,
just and unpretentious form er biis that still survive nowadays do not enjoy any
more respect. Today, bribes make white black and vice versa’ (Bokeikhanov,
1914a) . On the other hand, the newspaper Qazaq blamed Islamic law for recent
disorders in the Kazakh judiciary: `W e are now living in a time when our
Kazakh biis have taken the road of injustice. Therefore it is no wonder that the
people have also lost their ability to distinguish between true and false ways.
Other peoples observing this situation m ay come to the conclusion that the
Kazakhs do not have any court system at all. But it is not true. The Kazakhs
have lost their custom ary court system because of Sharia interference’ (Bilik,
1914).
Qazaq claimed that the Kazakh youth graduating from both Russian and
Muslim institutions had no idea about Kazakh customary law. It had therefore
becom e an urgent task to collect and revise all rem aining Kazakh laws, customs
and regulations (`zhol’ , `zhoba’ , `erezhe’ ). It was also imperative to collect and
analyse all inform ation about the lives and works of the most fam ous Kazakh
people’ s judges (biis). On the basis of this inform ation, the state organs should
work out com mon regulations for all Kazakhs. Qazaq explained the m ost
important characteristics of the Kazakh traditional justice in the follow ing
sentence: `A bii terminates controversy, a judgem ent is the sentence of a bii
concerning the controversy. If the sentence is correct, both sides will be satis® ed,
otherw ise further disputes will arise’ . Other important terms also were de® ned:
`Zhol’ (way) is an ancient way of conducting important ceremonies; for exam ple
dow ry, m arriage or inheritance. `Z hoba’ (shape, form ) is a system of custom s,
by which these ceremonies are conducted; for exam ple putting on a robe,
granting a dow ry (which should include nine kinds of different things: camel,
horse, etc.). `E rezhe’ (directions) are general perspective regulations for `zhol’
and `zhoba’ , while `zhaza’ (punish m ent) is a sentence passed over a guilty
person. `Aiyp’ m eans paying a ® ne in the form of anim als (Bilik, 1914).
As Kazakh nom adic society could not function without its custom ary lawÐ
the preservation of this law (Qazaq) was regarded as a precondition for the
preservation of the society itself. On the other hand, the introduction of Sharia
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law (Aiqap) was at variance with traditional Kazakh legal relations. Em phasis on
both traditional Kazakh regulation and the introduction of Sharia was equally
incom patible with the attempt to bring Kazakh culture closer to European
culture, and indicates the diversity of opinion current among Kazakh intellectuals at the beginning of this century.
A relatively low level of Islamization among the Kazakh nom ads gave an
advantage to other settled Muslim peoples of Russia, especially to the Tatars and
the Uzbeks, whose life was traditionally m ore in¯ uenced by Islam. This fact m ay
also explain why Russian m issionaries considered the Kazakhs to be amenable
to future conversion.
In contrast to the above-m entioned Muslims, the Kazakhs did not have their
own religious board, e.g. a territorial adm inistration of the Muslims of Russia.
This problem had been repeatedly discussed by the leading Kazakh periodicals.
After the February revolution of 1917 the Kazakhs decided to provisionally join
the Tatar Religious Board centred in Orynbor (Qarashev, 1917; Dulatov, 1913).
A certain isolation of the Kazakhs from other Russian Muslims had been
revealed in the activities of the Muslim Faction of the Russian Dum a. As is
generally know n, after the Second Russian Duma (1907) the Kazakhs were not
perm itted to send their own deputies to Russian Dumas. Their interests were
represented by the deputies of the Muslim Faction of the Third (1907±1912) and
the Fourth (1912±1917) Russian Dum as. Alikhan Bokeikhanov, in his reports on
the work of the Dum as, claimed that the Tatar deputies of the Muslim Faction
had no understanding of the lives and problem s of the Kazakhs and looked dow n
upon them as uncivilized nom ads. He invited them to visit the Kazakh lands in
order to becom e acquainted with the life of the Kazakhs. He also emphasized
that the Kazakhs m ust have their own deputies in the Muslim Faction
(Bokeikhanov , 1916a,b ).
The leading role of the Tatar intelligentsia at the beginning of this century has
been principally explained by the popularity of the `usuli jadid’ (`the new
method’ ) of Ismailbek Gasprinsky, a well-known Tatar scholar and educator.
The Kazakh leaders support ed the ideas of the jadidists (Ismailbek Gasprinski).
Akhm et Baitursynov used the phonetic method of `usuli jadid’ for the teaching
of the Kazakh language. Kazakh students became acquainted with this m ethod
at Tatar m adrasahs, in particular at the m adrasah `Galiyeh’ in the city of Ufa.
The emergence of the jadidists’ ideas led to the split of Central Asian Muslims
into progre ssive and conservative groups, which on the eve of the October
revolution of 1917 m anifested itself in the founda tion of two organizations (both
with their centre in Tashkent). The organization `Shurai-Islam ’ [Islam ic Council]
headed by the well-known Uzbek leader Munaw war Qari united the progre ssive
part of the Central Asian intelligentsia and support ed the ideas of jadidism . This
organization was also popular with the progre ssive Kazakh leaders. At the
Muslim Conference, 13±20 April 1917, `Shurai-Islam’ elected the `Turkestan
Musulm an Merkezi Shurasi’ (T he Turkestan Muslim Central Council), which
later becam e the `Milli Merkez’ (T he National Centre). Mustafa Shoqaev was
one of its leaders. About 30 Kazakh delegates took part in the All-Muslim
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Congress of `Shurai-Islam’ held in Moscow in May 1917. They were also
charged with the preparation of the draft program m e of the future national party
`Alash’ .
Zh. Tileulin in his report on the `Shurai-Islam’ Congress wrote that the
approx imately 800 delegates were divided into federalists (autonomists) and
unitarists (centralists). The federalists support ed the idea of a dem ocratic,
federative and decentralized state, provid ing self-governm ent to each people of
Russia, with the central govern m ent considering only m atters of concern to the
state as a whole. The unitarists came out in favour of a dem ocratic parliam entary
state, with all citizens considered to be part of a single people. They m aintained
that if pow er were to be given to the peoples of Russia, then due to the lack of
education of a national intelligentsia and general backw ardness, only the rich
from among each people would achieve pow er. This situation m ight favour the
restoration of Nicholas II. In addition, the oppressed position of wom en among
all these Muslim peoples would not change.
Taking into account the missionary activities of Russians, the Congress
declared it important to strengthen Islam among the Kazakhs and thereby ensure
closer ties with other Muslims of Russia on the basis of a comm on Islamic
culture. The delegates spoke out in favour of a rappro chem ent between Islamic
and W estern cultures, as well as stronger solidarity among both Turks and
Muslims. The last issue became especially important because of the absence of
a strong govern m ent in Russia (T ileulin, 1917).
The conservative and clerical part of Central Asian Muslims founde d their
own organization (`U lema Jemyeti’ ) under the leadership of Serali Lapin. They
also organized an Assembly (`M ahkom ai-Sharia’ ) consisting of certain m embers
of the `Ulema’ organization and attached to the Turkestan Comm ittee of the
Russian Provisional Governm ent. One of the main duties of this Assem bly was
the ® nal rati® cation of the laws issued for Turkestan by the All-Russian
Constituent Assembly. The Assem bly of `Ulema’ had the right to change these
laws in accordance with the Sharia (Islam ic law) after prelim inary exam ination
and before ® nal rati® cation. `Ulema’ spoke out in favour of an autonomy for
Turkestan within the fram ework of a Russian federative state. Mustafa Shoqaev,
one of the Alash leaders, rem embered that these two pow erful organizations,
`Shurai-Islam’ and `Ulema’ were strong antagonists and argued with each other
(Shoqai, 1992, pp 129±130). The leaders of `Ulema’ , Serali Lapin and S.
Khozha, criticized Alikhan Bokeikhanov for his alleged deviation from Islam
and propag anda in favour of the Russian way of developm ent (Kelden, 1917).
In fact the W estern-oriented Kazakh leaders advocated the preservation of the
traditionally limited role of Islam in Kazakh society. They restricted the
in¯ uence of the Kazakh m ullahs in the draft progra m me of the `Alash’ party to
the m atters of marriage, birth, death and divorce (`A lash’ partiiasy ¼ ).
Langu age, literature and nation al identity
As has been dem onstrated above, the editors of Qazaq did not consider it
necessary to retain the nom adic way of life in order to preserve Kazakhness.
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Neither was the Islamic factor regarded as a necessary condition for Kazakh
national identity. In any case, certain spheres of Kazakh everyday life were
regulated by rules which were unconn ected with the Sharia. According to the
editors of Qazaq the preservation of the Kazakh language and the developm ent
of Kazakh literature and culture were to form the basis of national identity:
The indispensable condition of both the preservation and disappearance of a people is its
language. If we want the Kazakh people to be preserved as a nationality, we must think of
the preservation of our language as much as of our daily bread. If the present-day condition
of our language is not changed, it will disappear. It is quite clear: if we want to have
relationships with other peoples and do not wish to be left behind, we must acquire an
education. (Baitursynov, 1913b)

The Aiqap editors also emphasized the importance of education and the Kazakh
language. However, they stressed that only the imm ediate transition to a
sedentary way of life would make it possible to preserve the language, prom ote
education and join European culture.
At the beginning of this century the decline in the educational sphere and the
critical condition of the Kazakh language m ay explain the great attention Kazakh
intellectuals paid to the problems of language and education. Moreover, eloquence, and particularly poetical skill, had always been highly esteemed in the
Kazakh system of traditional cultural values. It was no coincidence that Akhm et
Baitursynov, Alikhan Bokeikhanov, Myrzhaqyp Dulatov, Mukham edzhan
Tynyshp aev and other leading Alash m en, though without a professional literary
or philological education, becam e self-educated writers, poets, linguists, historians of culture and enlighteners of repute. In the absence of a political life in the
European sense of the word (political struggle, parties, etc.) the Kazakh leaders
used the traditional poetic form of appeal in order to politicize Kazakh society.
The collected poems M asa [Gnat] (1911) by Akhm et Baitursynov, and Oiian,
Qazaq! [Aw ake, Kazakh!] (1909) by Myrzhaqyp Dulatov were in fact political
manifestos addressed to the Kazakh people in poetic form .
Next to the improvem ent of the Kazakh language Akhm et Baitursynov
emphasized the reform of Kazakh prim ary schools and the preparation of the
necessary teaching m aterials (spelling prim ers and text-books). He was deeply
concerned about the low level of the Kazakh language and education in Kazakh
prim ary schools. In general he regarded the primary schools as the m ost
important link in the educational sphere.
At the beginning of this century there were two m ain sorts of prim ary schools
for the Kazakhs: the Kazakh m ekteps (schools) and the Russian or Altynsarin
schools. Teaching at the Kazakh mekteps proceeded in Kazakh written in the
Arabic script. It was based on the so-called `eski zhol’ (`the old way’ ) m ethod,
i.e. in¯ uenced by Islamic educational traditions. The so-called Altynsarin or
Russian schools were ® rst organized by the well-know n Kazakh enlightener
Ibragim Altynsarin (1841±89), who introduced the Cyrillic alphabet adapted to
the Kazakh language. This alphabet was com piled by the Russian orientalist and
missionary N. Il’ m insky, who was convinced that the Cyrillic alphabet would
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serve as the ® rst step to the Russi® cation of Kazakhs with a subsequent
conversion to Christianity. The newspaper Qazaq also m entioned a third type of
Kazakh prim ary school which used the so-called `zhana zhol’ (`the new way’ )
method of teaching, which closely resem bled the well-known `usuli jadid’
method. These schools were in the process of establishment and not widely
spread. The Kazakh m ekteps required the paym ent of school fees, because they
were not ® nancially support ed by the governm ent. These schools had poorly
quali® ed teachers and did not use progre ssive methods of teaching. The Russian
schools were free of charge, as they received governm ent support in the form
of special school taxes. Therefore they had well-trained teachers and were
provid ed with learning m aterials. However, the Kazakhs preferred to send their
children to Kazakh schools, because they were afraid that in the Russian schools
their children would forget their m other tongue and become Russi® ed
(Baitursynov, 1914b).
Akhm et Baitursynov observed that the Kazakh village children could attend
only the Kazakh prim ary schools and were given a substandard education. In
the Russian schools the Kazakh children learned to write Kazakh in the
Cyrillic script, and the majority was not able to either read or write in the Arabic
script:
Children after two to three years of study at Russian schools became useless for society.
On the one hand, they can not read Russian books, newspapers and magazines, because
they do not know the Russian language, but only the Cyrillic alphabet. On the other hand,
despite knowing the Kazakh language they are unable to read Kazakh literature, because
they do not know the Kazakh alphabet. The state strives to standardize the languages,
religions and alphabets of the subject peoples ¼ , but each people wishes to preserve its
own language, religion and alphabet. Therefore ® rst of all the Kazakh primary schools
should be separated from the missionary activities and politics of the government. Their
® rst task must be the preservation of the Kazakh religion, language and alphabet.
(Baitursynov, 1914b)

After graduating from prim ary schools, Kazakh children could continue their
education only at Tatar or Uzbek m adrasahs, because there were no Kazakh
madrasahs available. Often these m adrasahs were overcrowded, so that the
Kazakhs could not enter them. The students of Muslim madrasahs had to pay for
their study and did not receive any grants, whereas the students of Russian
institutions were accorded m onthly grants of 20±25 roubles. The newspaper
Qazaq was especially concerned about the ® nancial situation of the Kazakh
students and organized assistance. The newspaper collected more than 10,000
roubles for the students at both the Muslim and Russian institutions. Among the
Kazakh students the m ost popular Muslim madrasahs were the `Galiyeh’ in the
city of Ufa, the `Khasaniyeh’ in the city of Orynbor, and the `Rasuliyeh’ in the
city of Troitsk. In 1913 Qazaq reported that m ore than 10,000 Kazakh students
were studying at the m adrasahs of Troitsk, Semei, Qarqaraly, Orsk, and
Qyzylzhar (Z hantalin).
Qazaq wrote that students graduating from Muslim and Russian institutions
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were like m embers of two different peoples, speaking different languages. The
Kazakhs studying at the Muslim madrasahs learned the so-called literary
language, a mixture of the Tatar, Arabic, Persian and Uzbek languages. The
more strange words were used, and the more incomprehensible it was for
ordinary people, the more literate the language was considered. The Kazakhs
graduating from the Muslim m adrasahs were asham ed of using the Kazakh
language and wrote either in the literary language or in the Cyrillic alphabet.
Later they becam e m en of religion (m ullahs) and teachers at Kazakh primary
schools.
First Kazakh writing is considered a shame, then perhaps speaking in Kazakh will be
regarded as a shame. One may very well imagine the following development¼ . The name
of our newspaper is Qazaq which means that it aims at the preservation of Kazakhness. But
this is only feasible if the Kazakh name and language remains a part of our lives.
(Baitursynov, 1913b)

Qazaq was the only newspaper to employ the pure unadulterated Kazakh
language, written in the newly adopted Arabic alphabet. At the end of the ® rst
editorial Akhm et Baitursynov wrote:
Finally, we would like to tell our brothers preferring the literary language: we are very
sorry if you do not like the simple Kazakh language of our newspaper. Newspapers are
published for people and must be close to their readers. (Baitursynov, 1913a)

The Kazakhs did not trust the graduates of Russian institutions, because they
imitated the people of another religion, wearing their clothes, smoking, etc. As
a rule, these students did not stay with the Kazakhs or attempt to understand
their needs either.
The Kazakh intellectuals opposed an attempt of the Tatar clergy at the
All-Muslim Congress of 1914 (St Petersburg) to subordi nate the Kazakh to the
Tatar language. The draft law discussed at this Congress m ade the use of the
Tatar language obligatory in the religious affairs of all Russian Muslims. One of
the Kazakh delegates, Bakhytzhan Qarataev (Aiqap), support ed this project and
even maintained that the Kazakhs did not have a language of their own. Alikhan
Bokeikhanov com mented on this project:
Among all the Turkic peoples in Russia, the Kazakhs live in the most compact groups. As
they have no idea about our language and country, our Muslim brothers do not know that
we have been issuing magazines, newspapers and books for three to four years already. The
Kazakhs have the clearest language.

Further, Bokeikhanov expressed his hope that the Kazakh language would
continue to progre ss and occupy a worthy place in the future. After a long
discussion on this issue the Congress arrived at a com prom ise settlem ent. A
so-called `T atar-Turkic language’ was to be used as a com m on of® cial language
by all Russian Muslims (Bokeikhanov , 1914d) .
Akhm et Baitursynov believed that the Kazakh primary schools must be
support ed by the govern m ent and be attended by all children of the approp riate
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age. In his projected reform of primary schools he proceeded from the assumption that the know ledge of the Russian language was necessary for a people
living in Russia and subject to the Russians (Baitursynov, 1913c). According to
this reform project the study at prim ary school should last ® ve years. In the ® rst
three years children were to learn in the Kazakh language using the Arabic
alphabet: `T his alphabet came to the Kazakhs with Islam and both are ineradicable’ (Baitursynov, 1914b) . In the follow ing two years children were to learn in
Russian and m aster the Cyrillic alphabet. The prim ary schools were to be of two
types, nam ely city schools and steppe schools. The latter were to be divided into
auyl and ulus mekteps (village and district schools). Teaching at the village
schools was to proceed in Kazakh language, while in the district schools Russian
language was to be used. The follow ing subjects were to be included in the
progra mm e of the prim ary school: reading, writing, religion, m other tongue,
national history, arithm etic, geography, orthog raphy, biology. These subjects
were to be taught in Kazakh. Teaching at the next stage was to proceed in
Russian and was meant to correspond to the primary classes of Russian
secondary or technical high schools. After ® nishing this sort of primary school
the Kazakhs would be able to continue their studies both at the Muslim or
Russian institutions (Baitursynov, 1914b).
The Arabic script used at the beginning of this century was poorly adapted to
the Kazakh language. Therefore Akhm et Baitursynov believed that:
The majority of Kazakh teachers graduated from the `Galiyeh’ and `Khasaniyeh’ madrasahs
do not know how many vowels the Kazakh language possesses and what they are. They
believe that the number of vowels in Kazakh corresponds to the number of (ArabicÐ G.K.)
letters. (Baitursynov, 1913c)

Since most Kazakh teachers had not mastered the phonetics of the Kazakh
language, they used the so-called visual m ethod of teaching. By contrast,
Baitursynov attached great importance to the phonetical method which, in his
opinion, should form the basis of teaching. He gave preference to the `usuli
saÈ vtiia’ m ethod of Ism ailbek Gasprinsky, because of its pronou nced phonetical
character (Baitursynov, 1913d).
In fact the work of Akhm et Baitursynov on the reform of the Kazakh language
involved an investigation of the m ain theoretical and practical aspects of the
Kazakh language and the basis of modern Kazakh linguistics. In his autobiography he described this work as follow s:
Since 1901, during school vacations I had been involved with self-education, and after
coming to Orynbor I ® rst began to investigate the phonetic and grammar systems of the
Kazakh language. After that I worked on the systematization and facilitation of the Kazakh
alphabet. Thirdly, I tried to free the written Kazakh language from unnecessary and foreign
words as well as the syntactic in¯ uence of other languages. Fourthly, I began with the
creation of a scienti® c terminology in order to liberate Kazakh prose from its arti® cial
character and bring it closer to the speaking practice of people. I also worked on models,
which might help to improve the style of the Kazakh language. (Syzdykova, 1992, p 16)

In reform ing the Kazakh alphabet Akhm et Baitursynov introduced some new
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marks to designate the vowels not represented in the form er alphabet. He also
rem oved some letters of the Arabic alphabet which did not re¯ ect the phonetics
of the Kazakh language and used a special mark for the designation of `soft’
vow els (the so-called `daÈ iekshi’ ). Baitursynov’ s book Oqu qural [M eans of
Teaching] published in 1912 in Orynbor represented the Kazakh spelling prim er
based on the newly adopted Arabic alphabet. In the follow ing editions of the
book Baitursynov improved this alphabet several times. During 1912±15 the
book was reprinted seven times and proved to be a great help for Kazakh
prim ary schools. According to Myrzhaqyp Dulatov Baitursynov pursued the
same goal as Gasprinsky, that is `to adapt the Arabic alphabet to the Kazakh
language in order to facilitate Kazakh writing’ (Dulatov, 1912).
In 1915 Baitursynov issued the ® rst text-book of the Kazakh language Til
qural [Means of Language] consisting of three parts. The ® rst part was devoted
to the phonetics of the Kazakh language and was reprinted seven times
(1915±17). The second (1914) and the third (1916) parts of the book analysed
the m orphol ogy and syntax of the Kazakh language. Each of these parts was
reprinted six times altogether. In 1928 Baitursynov published a guide to the
practical use of the Kazakh languageÐ Til zhum sar [Use of Languag e]. He also
wrote the ® rst m anual of Kazakh literature and literary criticismÐ AÈ debiet
tanytqysh [Guide to Literature].
In Bokeikhanov’ s view, the developm ent of Kazakh literature and the know ledge of Kazakh culture and history belonged to the important characteristics of
`qazaqtyq’ (Bokeikhanov, 1913a). If a people does not know its own history or
has lost contact with its past, this people may ultimately disappear. `History is
a guide to life, pointing out the right way’ (Bokeikhanov, 1913a) . M. Dulatov
considered historical literature `the soul’ of each people and a pledge of the
preservation of their national identity in the future. Peoples without their own
history and culture could easily be assimilated by other peoples (Dulatov, 1991,
p 250). A famous Kazakh poet, Magzhan Zhum abaev, believed that: `From the
European viewpoint the Kazakh people are poor, because they do not have their
own cultural and literary heritage’ (Z hum abaev, 1992, p 73). In the early Soviet
period he initiated the ® rst Kazakh literary society `Alqa’ [Necklace], which was
to undertake the form ation of a new generation of Soviet Kazakh writers.
The character of Kazakh literature at the beginning of this century was
characterized by Sultanmakhm ud Toraigyrov in 1913 in the follow ing words:
It is well-known that ten or ® fteen years ago the most popular books among the Kazakhs
were: Zarqym, Sal-sal, Alpamys, etc. These books represented nothing but fantastic,
invented and improbable legends full of different kinds of dragons, fairies, witches, giants,
etc. (Toraigyrov (1993), Vol 2, p 138)

Under these circum stances the acquaintance with European and especially
Russian literary traditions had a pow erful impact on the developm ent of Kazakh
written literature. A prom inent poet, Abai Qunanbaev (1845±1904), was the ® rst
Kazakh writer to deeply experience the in¯ uence of Russian literature. The
Kazakh intellectuals Alikhan Bokeikhanov, Akhm et Baitursynov, Myrzhaqyp
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Dulatov, Magzhan Zhum abaev, Mukhtar Auezov, greatly appreciated his work
and com m ented on it in detail. According to Bokeikhanov, Abai was the ® rst
Kazakh poet of a new type. W hile his predecessors were traditional poets who
enlivened holidays and festivals, Abai attached great social meaning to poetry
(Bokeikhanov , 1992). Bokeikhanov acquainted the broad Russian public with the
name and works of Abai. He edited the ® rst collected verses of Abai issued in
St Petersburg in 1909. According to Bokeikhanov, Abai was very well acquainted with the works of the follow ing Russian writers: A. Pushkin, M.
Lerm ontov, N. Nekrasov, L. Tolstoi, I. Turgenev, M. Saltykov-Shchedrin, F.
Dostoevsky, V. Belinsky, N. Dobroliubov, D. Pisarev and Tchernyshevsky.
Myrzhaqyp Dulatov believed that in the true sense of the word there was no
Kazakh literature before Abai (Dulatov, 1991, p 250). In the opinion of R.
Marsekov (1915) the poetry of Abai form ed a special period in the developm ent
of Kazakh literature, a new stage which follow ed upon the period of oral
tradition and the subsequent dissem ination of the written tradition throug h Islam.
Akhm et Baitursynov distinguished two main periods in the history of Kazakh
literature: the `dindar daÈ uÈ ir’ (`religious period’ ) and the `dilm ar daÈ uÈ ir’ (`linguistic, literary period’ ). Both of these periods were the result not of an authentic
developm ent, but due to the in¯ uence of other literary traditions. The ® rst period
was characterized by the spreading of Islam among the Kazakhs and the
in¯ uence of the Tatar and Uzbek literatures. The latter in turn had been strongly
in¯ uenced by Arabic and Persian literary traditions. This period, wrote
Baitursynov, favour ed the developm ent of religion, but not the developm ent of
Kazakh language and literature. The so-called literary language developed in this
period was in fact a m ixture of the Kazakh and the Tatar languages. The second
period began after 1850 and was characterized by attempts on the part of Russian
authorities to dim inish the in¯ uence of Islam and the Tatar language by
introducing the Cyrillic alphabet.
Finding themselves between two ® res (the Russians and the Tatars) the Kazakhs, through
Russian literature, became acquainted with European literature. The Kazakh literature
began to use new and previously unknown words. This was a result not of religious
in¯ uence, but of a change in the language itself. (Baitursynov, 1989, pp 262±263)

Thus, according to Baitursynov, the in¯ uence of the Russian and European
literatures was the salient feature of the second period of Kazakh literary
developm ent.
The W estern-oriented Kazakh leaders considered it necessary to learn from
European literature, culture and history. Nazipa KuÈ lzhanova, one of the ® rst
educated Kazakh wom en, m aintained that this learning should not be a simple
imitation, but the adoption of the spirit of criticism characteristic of European
literature:
But before our national literature can reach world level we must ® rst learn about and know
our own life. We need to collect and systematize examples of the Kazakh traditional oral
literature in order to become very well acquainted with all aspects of the life of our own
people. (KuÈlzhanova, 1916)
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These aims determ ined the main activities of the Alash leaders. Apart from the
investigation of Kazakh language and literature, Akhm et Baitursynov concerned
him self with the collection and publication of Kazakh folklore, the history of
world culture and translations. In 1925 Akhm et Baitursynov and Alikhan
Bokeikhanov edited and published `23 zhoqtau’ [23 Mournin g-Song s], which
included songs of Kazakh folklore, some of them 400 years old. Baitursynov
translated the works of the follow ing authors into Kazakh: I. Krylov, F. Voltaire,
M. Lerm ontov, S. Nadson and Zhadovsk aia. In 1923 Baitursynov wrote a
monogra ph devoted to the history of world culture M aÈ deniet tarikhy [History of
Culture]. Unfortunately, this book was lost, possibly because of con® scation by
the KGB, as Baitursynov’ s house was frequently searched and the author himself
arrested.
Another important Alash leader, namely Alikhan Bokeikhanov, regularly
acquainted the readers of Qazaq with Russian and European culture, history and
literature (Bokeikhanov, 1915a,b ,c). In his article `Roman degen ne?’ [`W hat is
a Novel?’ ] Bokeikhanov characterized this literary genre in the follow ing way:
The inner essence of the novel involves the truthful depiction of the bright and dark sides
of life. The novel pitilessly exposes humanity’ s life and its time. The noble goal of the
novel is the improvement of mankind’ s character, delivering the latter from shortcomings
and ignorance. The novel attempts to set up educational and didactic examples.
(Bokeikhanov, 1915a)

On Bokeikhanov’ s initiative the newspaper Qazaq announ ced a competition
which was to produc e the ® rst Kazakh novel and appealed to rich Kazakhs for
® nancial assistance (Bokeikhanov, 1915d). The literary activities of
Bokeikhanov included the collection, analysis and publication of Kazakh folklore, literary criticism and the translation of Russian and European scienti® c,
popular-scienti® c and ® ction into the Kazakh language. He published a series of
articles devoted to Kazakh epics: `Zhenshchina po kirgizskoi byline Koblandy’
[`W om an in the Kirgiz Epic Koblandy’ ] (1899) , `Batyr Beket’ [`A Hero Beket’ ]
(1923) , `Qalqaman-Mamyr’ (1915) , `Myrza Edige’ (1923) , `Qara Qypshaq
Qoblandy’ (1915). He also discussed the structure of Kazakh folk song: `AÈ n,
oÈ len khaÈ m onyn quram y’ [`The Structure of Melody and Song’ ] (1914).
Bokeikhanov also pointed out the unequal position of wom en in traditional
Kazakh society: `Bespravnost’ kirgizskikh m olodyk h’ [`The Deprivation of
Kazakh Young W om en of Civil Rights’ ] (1902) , `Qyzdy m alga satu’ [`Selling
Girls Like Cattle’ ] (1925) . He equally translated the works of the follow ing
authors: L. Tolstoi, A. Tchekhov, V. Korolenko, D. Mamin-Sibiriak, Aesop, Guy
de Maupassant, K. Flamm arion.
Myrzhaqyp Dulatov becam e famous after the publication of his work Oiian,
Qazaq! [Awake, Kazakh!]. He was also the author of the ® rst Kazakh novel
Baqytsyz Zham al [The Unhappy Zham al] published in Kazan in 1910. The novel
represented a love-tragedy, involving a young educated Kazakh girl, Zham al,
unable to withstand the traditional custom s of society. In 1913 he published the
collected poems Azamat and in 1915 the poetic anthology Terme. He also wrote
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manuals of mathematics (Esep qural [M eans of Counting], 1922) and literature
(Qiraqat kitaby, 1911; Oqu kitaby [Book of Reading], 1922) for Kazakh primary
schools. Am ong his translations into Kazakh are the works of A. Pushkin, M.
Lerm ontov, I. Krylov, Abu Firas, F. Schiller and Tukai. In 1922 M. Dulatov
wrote a play in four acts Balqiia discussing the oppressed position of Kazakh
wom en.
W e m ay assum e that Kazakh intellectuals saw mainly the cultural and not the
econom ic or social aspects of the nom adic/sedentary dilemm a. The Kazakh
cultural dilemma involved a collision between the oral and written cultural
traditions. At the beginning of this century Kazakh intellectuals witnessed the
dram atic aggravation of this tension. The mechanism s of the Kazakh oral
tradition were incapable of withstanding the pow erful pressure of the `two
cultural ® res’ , namely the Islamic and especially the Russian written traditions.
Pressure from the two literate traditions resulted in a critical condition of the
Kazakh language and a decline in the educational system .
In this connection it is interesting to note that the outstanding Kazakh poet
Abai Qunanbaev did not write dow n his poem s and opposed their publication.
Thanks to the efforts of A. Bokeikhanov, the poem s of Abai did not get lost and
were published after his death. Under these circum stances Abai appears as a poet
of the transitional cultural period, personifying the past and the future of the
Kazakh oral tradition. In fact the essential activity of the Alash leaders was the
creation of the Kazakh written tradition, which they considered the only way of
preserving the Kazakh language and traditional oral heritage. A written tradition
was regarded as the main condition of the cultural and national survival of the
Kazakh people, which ultimately would enable the Kazakhs to equal European
culture.
Poetic solutions to the nom adic/sedentary dilem ma
The Kazakh poets of the early 20th century (Magzhan Zhum abaev, Sultanmakhm ud Toraigyrov, Zhusuppe k Aimauytov) proved to be especially sensitive,
re¯ ecting the differences of m entality between the steppe and the new Kazakh
city dwellers. In their poetic works the nom adic/sedentary dilemm a often took
the form of a discussion between two characters concerning the relative advantages of city and steppe ways of life. As an exam ple we m ay mention two young
men, Sherniiaz and Basarbai, the characters of the play Sherniiaz by Aimauytov.
Sherniiaz is a representative of the steppe and Basarbai is a new city dweller.
Sherniiaz sharply criticizes the city way of life, especially the m oral code of city
dwellers:
Qazaqtyn qarap tursan aÈdet-gurpyn,
Minez zhoq adamynda qyltyn-syltyn.
Suise de, zhek koÈrse de ashyp aitad,
Boialyp buzbaidy aÈiel minez-qulqyn
If you observe the Kazakh customs,
You will see that the Kazakhs
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Are not double-faced.
They frankly speak about their love and hate,
Their women have neither air nor grace.
(Aimauytov (1989), p 517)

The sym pathies of Aim auytov are on the side of Sherniiaz. The whole play
has been written with the intention of pointing out the m oral shortcom ings of
Bazarbai.
In the poetry of Magzhan Zhum abaev, one of the m ost popular Kazakh poets,
the moral code of city dwellers is such as to make them almost a different
people:
AÈ elderi uiiatsyz,
KuÈnde suÈ igish, turaqsyz.
Qylmyndasar, keriler.
ZhuÈzderinin qany zhoq.
KoÈzderinin zhany zhoq,
ErkekteriÐ `periler’ .
Olarda otty zhuÈ rek zhoq,
Tamaqtan basqa tilek zhoq.
Qorsyldagan `donyzdar’ !
TuÈn balasy periler,
Zhumaqtan artyq koÈrinerÐ
Olarga sasyq uÈ ngir tar.
KoÈkti koÈ rmes koÈ r olar,
Qarashy qansha zhuldyz bar?
KuÈlip qana zhuÈ zedi ai.
Qalaga kelip qangyrdym,
Sar dalamdy sagyndym,
Aida atyndy, SaÈ rsembai!
City women are shameless, inconstant,
Falling in love every day, mincing and ¯ irting.
There is no blood in their look,
And no soul in their eyes.
City men are `ghosts’ .
There is no ® re in their hearts,
And no desire besides food.
They are like grunting `swines’ !
These ghosts of night
Love their stinking cramped hole
More than paradise
Unable to see the blue sky.
Look, how many stars are over there!
With a smiling moon ¯ oating on the sky.
I’ ve lost myself after coming to the city
And miss my golden steppe very badly
Urge your horse on, SaÈ rsembai!
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The city is identi® ed with night and darkness. The city is a monster, a life on
a strange planet, inspiring fear and depression:
Aida atyndy, SaÈ rsembai,
Agaryp altyn tan atpai,
Shygaiyq qyrga, dalaga.
Shu-shu-shu,
AÈ tten gana bul oqu!
Kelmes edim qalaga.
Qarashy keiin burylyp:
Taudai bolyp sozylyp
QalaÐ bir zhatqan daÈ u peri.
AinalasyÐ tuman, tuÈ n.
Dem alysyÐ ot, tuÈ tin.
Zharq-zharq eter koÈ zderi,
SoÈ zi u-shu, en da zhyn
Sasyq iis auyr tym.
Tunshyqtym goi, qudai-ai!
Keiin qarap netemiz
Auylga qashan zhetemiz?
Aidashy atty, SaÈrsembai!
Ride your horse hard, SaÈrsembai,
Before the golden daybreak comes,
Let us go out to the steppe.
Gee-up, gee-up
If it were not for this study!
I would never come to the city.
Look back: the city is a monster with sparkling eyes.
Laying in darkness and mist,
And rising like a mountain.
Its breath is ® re and smoke
Its speech is loud and indistinct
Oh, my God, I’ ve almost choked
With its heavy stinking stench!
Why should we look back?
When will we ® nally arrive at our auyl?
Ride your horse harder, SaÈ rsembai!
(Zhumabaev, `Aida atyndy SaÈrsembai!’ [Ride your horse hard, Sarsembai!], 1989, p 71)

The opposition of city/steppe in the poetry of the well-known Kazakh poet,
Sultanmakhm ud Toraigyrov, takes on some new characteristics. His last
un® nished poem `Aitys’ (1919) represents a discussion between the city and
steppe akyns (poets) in form of a traditional Kazakh poetic competitionÐ aitys
(Toraigyrov, Vol 1, pp 210±239). Each of these poets lists argum ents in favour
of his own way of life. The steppe poet colourfully describes the beautiful steppe
nature accom panying the whole life of nom adic Kazakhs. He enthusiastically
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recounts the most important features of the Kazakh traditional mentality:
hospitality, generosity, respect of elders, mutual aid, etc. opposin g all these
characteristics to the city’ s m oral code. The steppe dwellers are characterized by
straightforw ardness, honesty, sincerity, strength and purity of m ind, whereas the
city dwellers seem to the steppe poet to be false, arti® cial, shameless and
inconstant.
The steppe poet could never conceive exchanging the freedom and breadth of
the nom adic life for `Paris’ and `Moscow ’ , because he was unable to comprehend how city dwellers could live out their whole lives in one and the same
apartm ent, which to the steppe poet appeared to be nothing but a grave. Even
festivals organized in cities did not warm the poet’ s heart, because they were
incom parable to steppe holidays. The steppe poet was proud of the traditional
nom adic life of his ancestors. Thanks to its natural and self-suf® cient character,
the nom adic econom y was always independent from the city econom y with its
money relations and sharp strati® cation of the population into the poor and the
rich.
The Kazakh language and Islam in the eyes of the steppe poet constituted an
integral part of Kazakh life. The Kazakh language is associated with the poet’ s
mother, his ® rst discovery of the world, his ® rst love and free nom adic life.
Islam is described as the most perfect religion and the only way of happiness for
hum anity in its entirety, because `Islam is based on justice and for this reason
may be com pared with socialism ’ . The steppe poet also admired Kazakh khans,
batyrs (heroes), biis (people’ s judges), pirs (religious tutors), emshis (people’ s
doctors) and aqyns (poets). In his description they all appeared as wise, just
tutors and protectors of the Kazakh people. The steppe poet especially emphasized the role of the Kazakh aqynÐ a mirror of society. Nobody could prevent
the aqyn from openly criticizing all social phenom ena, because of his divine
quality. Toraigyrov consciously put into the mouth of the steppe poet a nostalgia
for the nom adic way of life, which inevitably turns into an idealization of the
`Golden Age’ of nom adism . The m ore perfect nom adic society was in the
imagination of the steppe poet, the m ore distant and unreal it became. In other
words in Toraigyrov’ s opinion the Kazakh nom adic way of life had de® nitely
becom e a thing of the past. This idea form ed the basis of the reply of the
city poet, who responds to the nostalgic stance of his steppe confreÁ re. Unfortunately, the answer of the latter is incomplete, because Toraigyrov could not
® nish his last poem. But even the rem aining text allows us to conclude that
Sultanmakhm ud Toraigyrov sided with the city poet and support ed his argum entation.
The city poet criticized nom adic society from the vantage point of a changed
modern life. He believed that the Kazakhs could not any m ore be called a
people, because they had lost their form er pride and feeling of unity. In the view
of the city poet the m ost serious shortcom ing of m odern Kazakh life was the lack
of education and low level of the sciences and handicrafts. Kazakh nom adic
society rem ained unfam iliar with the achievements of European civilization. The
only authority respected by the Kazakhs was a semi-literate m ullah. The city
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poet m aintained that the `Golden Age’ of nom adism had passed away a long
time ago. Posession of lands and their riches would not m ake people happy, if
the latter were not educated, skilled and technically equipped. Therefore,
concluded the city poet, Kazakh society had been sickening for a long time and
needed to be treated.
If for Toraigyrov the backw ardness of Kazakh nom adic society could be
overcom e throug h an adoption of European culture and sciences within 20 to 30
years, for Magzhan Zhum abaev the future of Kazakh society was deeply rooted
in and determined by its historical past, particularly the moral and cultural
heritage of both the Kazakh and Turkic peoples of Central Asia. For Zhum abaev
the opposition of city and steppe takes on a broader cultural meaning. It turns
into the opposition of the W est, meaning Europe, night, darkness and blindness,
to the East, which stands for the Turks, but also for day, ® re, sun and sunlight.
Magzhan Zhum abaev experienced a strong in¯ uence of the Russian and European literature during his study and work in 1920s in Moscow. He was
especially in¯ uenced by Russian poetical sym bolism (D. Merezhkovsky, A. Fet,
A. Blok) and the whole intellectual atmosphere of Russian society of that time.
The last was to a considerable degree determ ined by Oswald Spengler’ s book
The Decline of the West. The `Eastern them e’ with the traditional opposition of
East and W est, popular both in Russian and European culture of that time,
received a new interpretation in the poetry of M. Zhum abaev. If, in the Russian
and European cultural tradition `T he East’ appeared as an exotic and unachievable ideal in contrast to the perishing civilization of m odern Europe, then `T he
East’ in the poetry of Zhum abaev had a concrete historical character, embodyin g
the poet’ s brilliant cultural heritage and representing a subject of pride:
TuÈrkistanÐ eki duÈ nie esigi goi,
TuÈrkistanÐ er tuÈ riktin besigi goi.
Tamasha TuÈrkistandai zherde tugan,
TuÈriktin taÈ niri bergen nesibi goi.
Ertede TuÈ rkistandy Turan desken,
Turanda er tuÈ rigim tuyp oÈsken,
Turannyn tagdyry bar tolqymaly
Basynan koÈ p tamasha kuÈ nder koÈ shken.
Turkistan
Turkistan
Turkistan
Given by

is the gate to both realities,
is a cradle of glorious Turks.
is a beautiful heritage
the heavens to the Turks.

Earlier Turkestan was called Turan,
Where my ancestors were born and grew up.
Turan has a splendid fate
Rich in wonderful events
(Zhumabaev, `TuÈrkistan’ , 1989, p 173)

In the poem `T uÈrkistan’ M. Zhum abaev eulogized the nature of Turkistan: its
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high snow y mountainsÐ Tien Shan, Pamir, Altai, golden sands and m ighty
riversÐ Oxus (Am u Darya) and Jaxartes (Syr Darya). The poet is delighted with
the fam ous history of Turkistan and enum erates the m ost fam ous historical
® gures of Central AsiaÐ Afrasiiab, Genghis-khan together with his sons and
generals, Timur, etc. as well as the fam ous Turkistan scientistsÐ Ibn Sina
(Avicenna) and Ulugbek. He also mentions the fam ous Kazakh leaders of the
pastÐ Qasym -khan, AÈ dil-khan, Esim-khan, Ablai-khan and others (Z hum abaev,
1989, pp 173±176).
For his poem `Paigambar’ [`Prophet’ ] M. Zhum abaev took as a motto a
fragm ent from a poem bearing the same nam e, whose author was D.
Merezhkovsky, a well-known Russian sym bolist. In Merezhkovsky’ s poem
feelings of weariness, pessim ism, uncertainty and vagueness form an atmosphere
of waiting, as a new prophe t is being expected. By contrast, Zhum abaev’ s stance
is optim istic, as he announ ces the real com ing of the new eastern prophe t. The
poet him self becom es both a personage in his own story and an eye-witness of
the events he recounts:
Erte kuÈ nde otty kuÈ nnen Gun tugan,
Otty Gunnen ot bop oinap men tugam
ZhuÈzimdi de, qysyq qara koÈzimdi
Tua sala zhalynmenen men zhugam
Qaigylanba, soqyr sorly, shekpe zar,
MenÐ kuÈ n uly, koÈ zimde kuÈn nury bar.
Men kelemin, men kelemin, men kelem,
KuÈnnen tugan, Gunnen tugan paigambar.
Soqyr sorly, koÈ rmei me aÈ lde koÈ zin koÈr?
KuÈnshygystan tan keledi, endi koÈ r.
Tan keledi, men keleminÐ paigambar,
KuÈt sen meni, `lakhualandy’ oqi ber!
KuÈnshygystan tan kelediÐ men kelem,
KoÈk kuÈ nirenedi: men de koÈ ktei kuÈ nirenem.
Zherdin zhuÈ zin qarangylyq qaptagan
Zher zhuÈ zine nur beremin, kuÈ n berem!
Long, long ago Hun 3 was born from the ® ery sun
Like a playing ® re I was born from the ® ery Hun,
Soon after birth I washed properly with ¯ ame
My face and my narrow black eyes.
Do not grieve and mourn, oh poor blind ones,
I am a sun child, sunshine in my eyes
I am coming, I am coming, I will come
A prophet born from the ® ery sun and the Hun.
Don’ t your eyes see, oh poor blind ones,
Look, the daybreak is coming from the East.
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That is daybreak coming, that is I comingÐ a prophet,
Wait for me and begin to pray!
That is daybreak coming from the East, that is I coming,
The sky is moaning and I repeat after it,
I will give the sunlight, I will give the day,
To the earth, cloaked by the darkness.
(Zhumabaev, `Paigambar’ [Prophet], 1989, p 52)

Zhum abaev’ s idealization of the past (`T uÈrkistan’ ) betrays both his nostalgia
and his recognition of the fact that it is impossible to return to or restore this
`Golden Age’ of Kazakh history. Here Zhum abaev offers his own original poetic
solution to the nom adic/sedentary dilemm a. He gives nom adic life a new
existence in his poetry, transform ing real life into poetical reality and immortalizing it in this fashion. The essence of the nom adic way of life, nam ely
wandering, is personi® ed in the image of the poetÐ a central ® gure of Zhum abaev’ s poetry. The poet as created by Zhum abaev is a creature of inconstancy,
perm anent motion and change. Therefore Zhum abaev associates the ® gure of the
poet with wind, ® re, a fast horse, a butter¯ y and a rapid current:
AqynÐ zhel, eser, guÈ ler zhuÈ irik zheldei,
AqynÐ ot, laulap zhanar aspanga oÈrlei.
Qiialy, zhan zhuÈ regiÐ oinagan ot,
Aqyndy alasurtar tynyshtyq bermei
A poet is a skimming, ¯ ying, droning, strong wind,
A poet is a ® re blazing up to the sky.
His sensitive heart is a playing ® re
Making him mad and giving no rest.
(Zhumabaev, `Qorqyt’ , 1989, p 228)
Ushuga inkaÈ r
Tura ma, tulpar
Bir zherde ylgi shan zhutyp?
Zhel edim, ushtym
Talaidy qushtym,
Ketippin seni umytyp.
BuÈ gin seni koÈ rip
Qolyndy berip
Qaigymen qaraisyn
`Sendim men zhazgan
SuÈ igenin zhalgan,
Aldadyn’ ,Ð dep zhylaisyn.
Aldaganym zhoq,
Arbaganym zhoq,
Sen soÈ zime, sulu qyz!
Tap sol sagat
SuÈ igenim khaq
KuÈaÈ mynau koÈ p zhuldyz.
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Can a race horse eager to ¯ y
Stay at the same place swallowing dust?
I was the wind and I ¯ ew
I’ ve left, and I’ ve forgotten you,
Embracing many others.
You have met me today
And giving your hand told me
With sorrow and tears in your eyes:
`I believed you, oh, poor me,
Your love was just futility and lies’
No, I did not betray or decoy you.
Believe me, oh, beautiful girl.
At that very moment I loved you
These numerous stars may testify to this truth.
(Zhumabaev, `SuÈigenim anyq’ [It is true that I loved], 1989, pp 103±104)

Here is also another example of M. Zhum abaev’ s m agni® cent love lyrics:
Men aqynmynÐ agynmyn
SyldyraimynÐ suÈiemin.
Men aqynmynÐ zhalynmyn,
Shapshyp koÈ kke tiemin.
Qaraqat koÈ zin moÈldirep,
KoÈp qarama, zhas sulu.
Syldyrap sipap, suÈ igen bop,
Alypketer agyn su.
Alma ernin elbirep,
`SuÈishi, suÈ i’ dep zhalynba!
Otty oiynshy, dos bilip,
Zhaqyndama zhalynga!
Men aqynmynÐ zhel zhuÈ irik,
GuÈildeimin, ushamyn.
MenÐ oiynshy koÈ belek,
KoÈringen guÈ ldi qushamyn.
Zhas perishtem, sulu qyz,
SuÈ imeshe, suÈ ime, suraimyn
Men aqynmyn, turlausyz,
Zhyrlaimyn de zhylaimyn!
I am a
Which
I am a
Which

poet, I am a stream,
rings and loves
poet, a ¯ ame,
shoots up to the sky.

Don’ t look much at me, young beauty,
With your shining black currant eyes,
The ringing, stroking, loving stream
May take you away.
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Don’ t ask me: `Kiss me, kiss’
With lips reminiscent of a juicy apple!
Don’ t approach and play with the ¯ ame,
If you would like to be in safety!
I am a poet, the rushing wind,
I am droning and I am ¯ ying.
I am a playing butter¯ y,
Which embraces the ® rst met ¯ ower.
Oh, my young angel, beautiful girl,
Please, don’ t kiss me, I ask you,
I am an inconstant poet,
Who writes his verses and cries!
(Zhumabaev, `Zhas suluga’ [`To a young beauty’ ], 1989, pp 104±105)

The poet as created by Zhum abaev strives to identify him self with Qorqyt, a
hero of the fam ous ancient legend of the same name popular with the Turkic
peoples of Central Asia. In the interpretation of Magzhan Zhum abaev, Qorqyt
was an ideal poet, a forefather of all poets. But, in the eyes of ordinary people
Qorqyt appeared as a `strange’ person different from them all. Therefore the
crow d regarded him as being crazed and not in his right m ind. Qorqyt
persistently tried to com prehend the meaning of life and to discover the secret
of immortality. W hen he had becom e convinced of the perishable nature of
everything in this world, he set off to look for a place of imm ortality. On his way
he frequently encountered graves with boards behind them . On all these boards
there was the same inscription: `You will never save yourself from death,
how ever m uch you try to escape. It is your grave, unlucky Qorqyt!’ After
reading these words Qorqyt becam e very sorrow ful and unhapp y. He m ade a
qobyz 4 from wood and played a tragic melody, in which he expressed all his
feelings. Until his death he played on his qobyz composing ever more new
melodies, which contained all his sad re¯ ections about life. Zhum abaev assimilated Qorqyt and his qobyz to the poet and his m use. Like Qorqyt, the poet’ s
soul is in a state of perm anent wandering and in search for the meaning of life.
Unsatis® ed with the answers to his questions obtainable in real life, the poet,
similar to Qorqyt, applies to his muse. In this way he ® nds the desired
imm ortality:
OÈ mirde armanym zhoqÐ Qorqytka ersem
Qorqyttai zhandy zhaspen zhua bilsem
Zhas toÈgip, sum oÈ mirde zarlap-sarnap,
Qushaqtap qobyzymdy koÈ rge kirsem.
My only dream now is to accompany Qorqyt
To cleanse my soul with my own tears
To cry, sob, lament this damned life and, like him,
Enter my grave, my qobyz in my arms.
(Zhumabaev, `Qorqyt’ , 1989, p 230)
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Here again Zhum abaev’ s `Qorqyt’ , an ideal poet, appears at the same time as
a `Great Nom ad’ , an embodim ent of the nom adic life irretrievably slipping
away. The graves he persistently encounters m ay be regarded as proofs of the
near and inevitable death of nom adic life. Unable to avoid his death, Qorqyt
® nds salvation in his poetry. As m entioned above, it was also Zhum abaev’ s own
poetical solution of the nom adic/sedentary dilemm a. But in `Qorqyt’ the solution
is not offered in an optim istic or cheerful m ood. The whole poem is penetrated
by pessim ism and tragedy.
In this connection we need to rem ember that Zhum abaev was attacked by the
Soviet literary critics of the 1920s and the 1930s for the nationalist character of
his poetry, idealization of the past and Pan-Turkism . But during the tragic years
when Soviet pow er was established in Kazakhstan, forced sedentarization and
the collectivization of agriculture led to the loss of innum erable lives. Against
this background Zhum abaev’ s idealization of the past and his pessim ism regarding the future of his people take on a m eaning of their own.
Conclusion
The case of the Kazakh intelligentsia m ay be of interest as an exam ple of the
so-called `functional’ and `non-f unctional’ m odels of national identities. `Invented’ by two groups of Kazakh intellectuals, these m odels differed in their
potential in¯ uence. The `Islam ic’ model proved to be unrealizable and unpopu lar
with the m ajority of the Kazakh population. By contrast, the `Western’ model
succeeded during a relatively short timeÐ from the revolution of 1905 to the
elections to the All-Russian Constituent Assem bly in the sum mer 1917Ð in
uniting and m obilizing the Kazakhs under the banner of Alash (Amanzholova,
1994, p 27). From this point of view it is important to emphasize not so m uch
the `invented’ character of national identity but the analysis of the circumstances
under which the `invented’ national identity becomes a real pow er able to
in¯ uence objective processes. The `ef® ciency’ of an `invented’ national identity
depends on a num ber of different social, cultural, political and psychological
factors. In our case both groups of Kazakh propag andists had similar social and
educational backgrounds, and the range of activities accessible was roughl y
similar: they issued newspapers, magazines and books, worked as teachers and
were active as m embers of different dem ocratic circles, which ® eld of interest
was popular education. They also tried to realize their ideas in practice: the
`Islam ists’ organized settlements and the `W esternizers’ were engaged in political activities. Both of these groups considered the transition to sedentarization,
education, the developm ent of the Kazakh language and literature, as well as
learning from European culture indispensable for the preservation of the Kazakh
people as a nation. Although the ideas of both groups were not free from
contradictions, not the `Islam ic’ but the `W estern’ m odel of national identity
became popular with the m ajority of the Kazakh people. However, we m ay
doubt that the above-m entioned ideas could, during such a short time, deeply
penetrate the Kazakh traditional society and serve as a real impetus to its
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mobilization (with the exception of the insigni® cant num ber of educated Kazakhs).
On the basis of our prelim inary research we m ay assume that the popularity
of the `Westernizers’ was due to the way in which they understood the transition
to sedentarization and the solution of the problem of landÐ the most acute
problem on the Kazakh steppe at the beginning of this century. From the very
beginning the `W esternizers’ consistently came out against the seizure of grazing
lands and the immigration of Russian muzhiks. From the Tsarist govern m ent they
demanded the return of these lands and the cessation of imm igration until a ® nal
allotment of land among the Kazakhs had taken place. These dem ands m ade up
the m ain items of their political progra mm e. The `W esternizers’ advocated the
gradual and cautious transition to sedentarization and the preservation of
traditional legal relations, and at least for the time being this implied the
preservation of the nom adic way of life and corresponding social institutions.
For the overw helming majority of the Kazakhs, who at the beginning of this
century continued to lead a nom adic way of life, the struggle for land was the
struggle for their `living space’ and traditional way of life, which ultimately
meant their preservation as a people and nation.
The `Islam ists’ also sharply criticized the agrarian policies of the Russian
govern ment and dem anded the return of the approp riated lands. Nevertheless,
their propag anda for imm ediate sedentarization and land occupancy in accordance with sedentary norm s in practice would have resulted in the destruction of
the traditional `living space’ and the nom adic way of life. For this, how ever, the
majority of the Kazakhs was neither econom ically nor psychologically prepared.
In fact the `W esternizers’ activated the traditional idea of Kazakh national
identity (Kazakhness) closely linked with nom adism and deeply rooted in
Kazakh history and ethnic consciousness. They tried to connect this idea with the
European ideas of nation and nation-building. On the whole they regarded the
European nation-state building process as the only way to preserve the Kazakhs
as a nation in the future and regarded popular education as a necessary
preparation towards this goal.
W e m ay conclude that the popularity of the `Westernizers’ can not be
explained only by taking into account the m aterial interests of the population.
More signi® cantly, they regarded these m aterial interests as closely connected
with the historically form ed idea of national identity. Therefore they did not try
simply to substitute this idea for a new one (as was true in the case of the
`Islam ists’ ) but to use it for the achievement of their political aims. For
`Westernizers’ changing the traditional idea of national identity was a gradual
process, achievable only som etime in the future.

Notes and References
1. Measure of land 5 2.7 acres.
2. Auyl is a traditional village of the Turkic nomad and semi-nomad population in Central Asia; a group of
yourts, nomads’ camp.
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3. HunsÐ a nomadic pastoral people who invaded southeastern Europe c. AD 370 and during the next seven
decades built an enormous empire there and in Central Europe (Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol V, 1974, p
213).
4. A two-stringed bow instrument.
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